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Acoustic and Environmental Science Projects  
with

- In situ and remote sensing atmospheric instrumentation  
- Acoustic and environmental monitoring  
- Wind farm SCADA data and wind farms measurements/monitoring  
- Field work and professional good practice 
- Project design and implementation 
- Development of skills in data analysis and wind farm modeling tools 
- Communicating results to specialist and non-specialist audiences

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Comparison of time-

height variation of wind speed at 

the port (a) retrieved from Galion 

VAD scans and (b) simulated by 

WRF for May 13 and 14 2013. 

Arrows are not scaled to the wind 

speed but rather represent wind 

direction. 

 

 

  

 
Figure 6. Vertical profiles of horizontal wind speeds measured by VAD scans of the Galion lidar and 

ZephIR lidars at the port (z128) and the crib (z160), and simulated by WRF for (a) 2013-05-14 06:00 

EST and (b) 2013-05-17 00:00 EST. The gray area denotes the range of VAD scan wind speed within 

one hour. Horizontal lines are error bars for the ZephIR wind profiles (standard deviation within one 

hour). 
 

     WRF was able to capture these LLJ events, but its performance in predicting their onset, duration 

and intensity varies from case to case. In the morning of May 14 EST (Figure 5), although WRF 

predicted the location of the LLJ (Figure 6), it significantly underestimated the intensity by 6 m s-1. 

Moreover, the LLJ from the WRF simulation formed later and was of shorter duration than the observed. 

On the contrary, the WRF simulation accurately predicted the LLJ in the morning of May 17 (Figure 6 

and Figure 7). It captured the location and the duration of the LLJ and only slightly underestimated the 

intensity.  
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